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About Me
5+ years owning & operating Mockingjay Press

 

Market Maven of not one but THREE farmers markets

 

Experienced in creative marketing to engage more 

customers and community relationships

Sunset Magazine Publication 2016



Why Be Social?

Do I really want

to be social?



The Trends
The fundamental shift in the way we create, consume, and share 

content.  Everyday...

4.75 billion pieces of content are shared

1.8 billion photos are uploaded and shared

1.47 billion worldwide users 

number of small - medium sized 
business pages active on Facebook80 million



Pins, Pages & Tweets

In the social media playground, 

where is the best place to play?

 

Tweets, Snapchats, filters and 

more.  You'll need to pick the 

right platform that suits your 

market best.  

 

Pick one and do it WELL.

 

...oh my!



Let's Dive In
Any good marketing plan 

requires a strategy.  We'll go 

over:

 
Setting realistic goals

Review your demographics

Creating a content calendar

Executing engaging posts

Sharing is caring

Responding & conversing

Assessing the results



Goals
Set attainable goals that you 

would like your social media 

presence to produce.  Remember 

that this is a marathon, not a sprint.

 

Common goals can be:

More market traffic

More loyal shoppers

More user-generated photos & 

buzz about your market

More vendors, musicians, etc.

More engagement
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Know Your 
Demographics
Assumptions can be dangerous 

- you may think you know your 

customers, but take a look at 

the insights your page already 

has.  Step outside the box to 

more creative thinking & 

targeting.

Who is missing?

Who is your ideal customer?

How do they engage?
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A small snapshot of the information available...



Brand
Identity

Does your brand accurately represent who 

you are and who you want to be?

 

Consistency is key to streamline the 

marketing message.



Brand Identity
Clean look

Easy to identify, legible

Good resolution

Portrays the persona of your market or merchandise

Consistent across platforms or uses

Does it fit correctly inside the social media platform spaces









Content 
Calendars
Using the social media tools, your 

schedule and a simple calendar 

layout can help ensure you're 

meeting goals.

 

Start simple.  In time, expand, 

share, collaborate.
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The Basics
Find the cornerstones - what 

your audience expects from you 

via Social Media:

Important information

Key Dates  - for both vendors 

and customers

Market hours, updates

Important/updated photos

Volunteer requests

Sponsorship shout outs



Fill It In
Start adding the "fluff" to your 

calendar.  Additional content 

ideas:

Search for content ideas

Look at other similar pages

Create something unique

Introduce vendors

Introduce staff & volunteers

Community posts & events

Post from common resources

Save links for later

Save posts to your queue



Simple design 

with ample 

details & notes

(Excel)

More creative 

layout 

but still contains 

necessary  tools



Executing 
Engaging Posts
Similar to branding, your content 

needs to grab your audience's 

attention...

Aligns with your identity

Purposeful

Clean & with correct resolution

Correct (proofread!)

Working links

FUN & YOU-NIQUE













Sharing is Caring
Don't reinvent the wheel, use 

the benefits of this big space 

"share the love"

Vendors & Farmers

Community Partners

Business Connections

Sponsors

Friends, Fans & Followers



Grabbed from
our Mainstreet's

IG page



direct
share

Grabbed from
our Mainstreet's

IG page



Thank You
Business shout out

Volunteer shout out
#TBT & Promo

Credit to photographer

Super-fecta!

off-season
vendor
event



From
Our Fans



Responding  
Conversing
Don't ghost your fans!

Consistency in identity

Answer their questions

Don't forget DMs

Thank them

Have a short conversation

Don't let bad reviews go

Automated responses

Canned/Template responses

Hiding is ok!

Tips:



Who are you engaging 

as?  Make sure by 

checking this drop 

down button

Don't miss 

that question in

the comments!



More connections and questions 

answered in the comments section:



Show them some love & be thankful:



Even if the 

conversation goes on 

for a few days, you've 

engaged with a 

customer and created 

a connection!



Set up automated responses:



Hiding & moderating things...



Assessing 
the progress
So now what?

Keep at it

Post every day

Encourage interaction

Verbal mentions

FB vs. Website?

Eye on the prize
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Conclusion
Engage, enlighten, 

encourage...and 

especially just be 

yourself!

 

Social media is a 

community effort, 

everyone is an asset.




